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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

MESSAGE FROM THE
BOARD CHAIRMAN

Bishop Isaac O Crown
2022 message from . Dr Isaac O Crown. Chairman ASSH FOUNDATION. board of trustees.
" The value of a man's life is not based so much ,on how much he is able to accumulate, but on how
much lives he is able to impact with what he has, so that posterity will remember him with
nostalgia" Dr Isaac crown.
My impression of the ASHH FOUNDATION TEAM, is that it is
made up of a cream of vibrant , innova ve, goal oriented , and result driven, compassionate and
dedicated human beings who are glaringly commi ed, to Improving the lives of the underprivileged
especially vulnerable women and girls, and to pursue jus ce at all costs within legal limits to those
who are vic ms of sexual and gender based violence. This is accentuated by the incredible impact
you have made within a short period. We as Board of Trustees are touched when we see hopeless,
under privileged families, rejoicing because their hopes have been restored. We are extremely
inspired, when we see the vigour with which you are able to bring on board crucial stake holders to join
the ﬁght against SGBV.
We express our profound gra tude to all those who honoured your invita on. Both from the private
sector and within the government. We thank all these dignitaries who have personally and ac vely
par cipated in the programs of ASHH founda on and have declared total support for the
interven ons of the organiza on. Our socie es , communi es , and individual beneﬁciaries have become
be er because you gave. May God enable you, to do more for the so many more who are yet to be reached. To
all our stakeholders, on behalf of the ASHH Founda on , we thank you for availing yourself , for your
coopera on, sugges ons, par cipa on and encouragements in ways too numerous to men on may God bless
you and all that is yours. Greater strides ASHH Founda on , and be er society for us all
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Amb. Comfort Attah
ASHHF addresses gender based violence, poverty reduction, Peace building, Health and
nutrition and women empowerment. We engage with the most vulnerable in the society who are
at the receiving end of inequality and injustices.
ASHH Foundation considers grass root intervention as crucial because while we commend
government’s eﬀorts at providing infrastructure, reducing unemployment, creating more
opportunities for youths and women development, it is common knowledge that Nigeria
continues to remain a focal reference for poverty, injustice and insecurity in the world today.
Though ASHHF has made signiﬁcant impact on communities and people we work with, and we
shall remain a formidable force in our resolve to ﬁght gender based violence and promotion of
women empowerment and peace building. This is possible when there is a healthy mix of
investment in women and social development.ASHHF will not relent in encouraging citizens
participation at various levels of governance, especially in demanding accountability.
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

ABOUT ASHH FOUNDATION

A

ttah Sister's Helping Hand Foundation (ASHH FOUNDATION) is a nongovernmental organization working in the area of women’s rights, women

empowerment, peace building and conﬂict resolution to improve the living condition and
status of women, children and youths in the community. We mobilize active agency of
people to confront Gender Based Violence and injustice, we also challenge the norms and
practices that undermine women’s rights and promote patriarchy in formal and in-formal
spheres. These we believe will contribute to the realization of social justice for all. The
objectives of ASHH FOUNDATION to protect wome and girls from violence, create
opportunities for economic independence and decision making, to create awareness on
peace building and conﬂict resolution, to empower households and caregivers on economic
and small skills development and also to train and advice women/youth on matters of
Human rights and civil participation.

VISION
A society with equal
rights and opportunities

VALUES
Honesty, teamwork, transparency,
accountability, respect for human rights,
Mutual respect, capacity building

MISSION
Empowering women, widows,
youths and caregivers to improve
their living condition and status,
integrated services
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

DONORS AND PARTNERS
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

ABOUT WOMEN FOR WOMEN
INTERNATIONAL

W

omen for Women International (WfWi) is an International Organization with a

vision to create a world in which all women determine the course of their lives and

reach their full potential. We believe that every woman has the power to transform her world
When women work together in clusters proofs abound to show that we are capable of
creating a better world for all of humanity. Unfortunately, when women put these enormous
potential and power to work, they are often viewed as a threat. The consequential eﬀect of
all these is that women end up being silenced, ignored and undervalued, and as a result,
women who make up, half the population of the world and half its potentials are mostly
excluded from decisions making including those that aﬀect them.

This injustice is furthered deepened by conﬂict and wars where women become the worst
victims, exposed to brutality, sexual violence, extreme poverty and death, including the
death of loved ones.
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

ABOUT THE PROJECT
TITLE OF THE PROJECT

Strengthening income generating activity for
already existing women on economic
livelihood empowerment.
MAIN GOAL

To promote, and empower 70 women
through skill acquisitiontraining (IGA and VSLA)
for economic reliance and self-sustainability
and 30 relevant stakeholders in Bauchi State.
OBJECTIVE 1

To strengthen and Empower 70 women through
skill acquisition/income generating activities to
help improve their economic livelihood and adequate
knowledge skills with healing support mechanism
In Bauchi State. This includes SGBV survivors and PLWD.
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

ABOUT THE PROJECT
OBJECTIVE 2

To provide succor through psycho social support,
skill acquisition, medical and economic support
for women and SGBV survivors to enable and
enhance their healing.
OBJECTIVE 3

To Increase the capacity of Women Right
Organization's for better implementation
of program in the next 6 months

DURATION AND BUDGET

This is a 6 months Project (October 2021 - March 2022)
with a budget of N9,850,000
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

PROJECT ACTIVITIES, OUTPUTS & OUTCOMES
Activity 1: Group Therapy for SGBV Survivors
ASHH foundation conducted SGBV Group Therapy sessions for 20 Survivors of genderbased violence and abuse in Bauchi State. The ﬁrst session was held in ASHFoundation's
rd
oﬃce on he 23 November 2021 while the second session held at the Traumatized
survivors and Counselling and Healing centre in Ministry of Women Aﬀairs, Bauchi State on
th
the 7 December, 2021. The following are the objectives of the activity:
·
·
·
·

To identify signs of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorders and oﬀer First-Aid counselling
among 20 SGBV survivors in Bauchi State.
To ensure 20 SGBV survivors get healed out of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.
To ensure SGBV survivors don't get to the stage of being violent.
To recommend further stages of counselling/psycho-social support services on
referral for highly Traumatized SGBV survivors in Bauchi.

The SGBV Survivors Group Therapy was conducted by trained Counsellor. The discussion
sessions were centered on trauma Healing, area of interest and reconciliation of the mind
through one-on-one discussion with the counsellor, sporting activities, games and group
discussions.
Output:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Group Therapy for 20 SGBV survivors conducted.
20 SGBV survivors participated.
10 survivors with Post Traumatic Stress Disorders identiﬁed.
Survivors in need of more counselling sessions.
20 SGBV survivors participated consistently in the sessions among which we have
5 Hearing Impaired and 1 Interpreter.
Built self-esteem, trust, conﬁdence and self-worth of 12 SGBV survivors within the 4
sessions in Bauchi State.
State actor's and CSOs collaboration and response to SGBV survivors enhanced.
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

Activity 2: Refresher Training for 15 Women on Make-up
ASHH foundation conducted a refresher training on make-up for 15 women of Sabon
Kaura community in Bauchi state. The training aimed at empowering women to become
ﬁnancially independent. The women were grouped into 3 groups of 5 persons. The intense
training session held for 3 weeks, training days were Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays. On the 9th December, 2021 ASHH Foundation conducted a competition
between the 3 groups at AONN oﬃce Bauchi to ascertain the practical knowledge of the
beneﬁciaries and also to spice up the competition, the groups were assessed by a panel of
judges.
Output:
· Refresher training conducted
· 15 women trained on make-up
· New skills on make-up acquired
· 15 Women Empowered with Makeup kits
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

Activity 3: Refresher Training for 15 Women on FASHION DESIGN
An intensive refresher training on fashion design was conducted by ASHH foundation for
15 women in Angwa Ngas community of Bauchi state. The training is aimed at empowering
women to become ﬁnancially independent. The 15 beneﬁciaries were placed into 3 groups
rd
th
of 5 persons. The training sessions held for 3 weeks (23 November to 9 December,
th
2021), training days were Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. On the 10 December,
ASHH foundation conducted a competition to ascertain the practical knowledge of the
beneﬁciaries, the competition had 3 judges who assessed the competing groups.
Output:
· Refresher training conducted
· 15 women trained on fashion design
· New skills on fashion design acquired
· 15 women empowered with Sewing machines each
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

Activity 4: Refresher Training for 20 Women on Local Food Production (Taliya)
ASHH foundation conducted a refresher training on food production (Taliya) for 20
women, this is aimed at empowering women economically for ﬁnancial independence.
th
The training was held on the 26 November, 2021 at Angwa Tsarki community of
Dambam LGA in Bauchi state. In the course of the training, the project oﬃcer
highlighted poverty as one of the causes of gender-based violence (GBV) targeted at
women and girls in the society and seized the opportunity to advise the beneﬁciaries to
be attentive and actively participate in the training. The facilitator took the women
through the processes of Taliya production. The participants were engaged by the
facilitator in a practical session and the outcome showed that all participants understood
the training.
Outputs:
· Refresher training conducted
· 20 women Participated
· Better knowledge on Taliya production gained.
· 20 Women empowered with Pasta (Taliya) Machine
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

Activity 5: Refresher Training for 20 Women on Cosmetology
ASHH foundation conducted a refresher training for 20 women in Tsohon Tasha
community of Dambam LGA. This training was held on the 29th November, 2021 with 20
women in attendance. This training is the continuation of already existing activity being
carried out by ASHH foundation supported by WFWI. The training met one of the aims
of this project “supporting women through empowerment”. The project Oﬃcer sensitized
the beneﬁciaries on the aim of the project which is to empower women ﬁnancially and
encouraged everyone to put in their best to see that the impact is felt in their immediate
family and community. The 20 beneﬁciaries were engaged in a Practical session and
the outcome gotten reﬂected their understanding of cosmetology.
Output:
· Refresher training conducted.
· 20 women Participated
· Knowledge gained in the processes of cosmetology.
· 20 Women empowered with Cosmetics products
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

Activity 6: Two days training and capacity building on technical support training
on Risk Management Policy.
A two-day Staﬀ in-house technical support training on Risk Management Policy was
conducted to enable ASHH foundation Staﬀ develop a policy manual. The capacity
st
nd
training held on the 1 and 2 of December, 2021 for 5 members of staﬀ at Hazibal Suit,
behind Zaranda Hotel, Bauchi State.
Day one of the training; The topics treated by the facilitator includes; fragile state,
uncertainty and risk, organizational and Government requirement, risks management part
of decision making and accountability and lastly communication in risks management. A
group work of 2 staﬀ per group was conducted with the question; what is the risk in your
organization and how can you avoid/reduce the risk. Presentations were made by the
groups.
The topics considered for Day two includes; developing a risk management frame work,
consider the management principles and establishing the context of risks management.
The highlight for day two was the development of risk management policy for ASHH
foundation although consultation is being made for a robust policy.
Output:
· Capacity training conducted
· 5 ASHH foundation staﬀ participated.
· Better knowledge on risk management gained.
· Ongoing development of risk management policy.
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

Activity 7: Stakeholders meeting with 30 religious and traditional leaders in
Bauchi town.
ASHH foundation conduct 2-day stakeholders meeting for Religious and traditional
leaders on the 13th and 14th of December, 2021 at Yimir hotel and suits Bauchi with a
theme: ''Capacity Building for stakeholders to bridge the gap created by impunity
towards Sexual and Gender Based Violence (SGBV) and how to mitigate the practice in
Bauchi State''. The objectives of the workshop were To tackle/challenge the barrier to
Gender inequality and protect the rights of women in the state and to Help propagate
the message of equality, no harm, no violence, but respect and justice. 4 Facilitators
intensively gave their lessons on Gender Based Violence from Religion, Medical and
Human Rights perspectives.
On the 2 day of the Capacity Building, a recap was done on the lessons taught by the
Facilitators. Important Dignitaries were present on the 2nd Day, the include the Speaker,
Bauchi State House of Assembly, The Attorney General - Ministry of Justice, the
Representative of the Commissioner of the Police, Dan Iyan Bauchi representing the
Emir of Bauchi State. The gave their Goodwill messages and promised to defend the
rights of women and ﬁght Gender Based Violence in the State. The workshop came to a
close with a communique developed and adopted by all the participants.
Outputs
· Stakeholder workshop conducted
· 30 stakeholders participated
· Participants are better informed on GBV
· Adopted the Communique
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

Activity 8: Capacity building and development of M&E Tools for ASHHF
ASHH Foundation conducted a 2 days capacity building on the development of Monitoring
and Evaluation (M&E) tools on the 14th and 15th December, 2021 at Yimir Hotel and Suits
Bauchi. A total number of 3 staﬀ participated. The workshop was aimed at equipping the
staﬀ with the contemporary knowledge in order to develop an M&E tool for the organization.
The Facilitator took time to explain in details the following topics: Planning, Making Data
usable, using Data for decision making, complying M&E plan and action plan with relevant
examples. The highlight of the day one was the interactive session were staﬀ asked
questions. Some of these questions were on Diﬀerence between Input, output and
outcome and in what order? The facilitator response was as follows;
· Outputs are gotten from activities and they are the immediate results.
· Outcomes are midterm results i.e what was the result gotten used for
· While Impact is the overall goal.
According to the facilitator this are results but on diﬀerent levels.
The facilitator gave the staﬀ assignment to be submitted.
On the second day of the training the facilitator treated data collection in a wholistic manner,
questions were entertained after which the presentation of the assignment given was made
by the participants.
Outputs
· Training on development of M&E tools conducted.
· 3 ASHH Foundation Staﬀ participated
· ASHH foundation Staﬀ were better informed on the contemporary M&E tools
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ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

Activity 9: Staﬀ and Volunteers Training on Fund Raising for 5 staﬀ
ASHH foundation conducted a 2-day training for 5 Staﬀ and volunteer on fund raising
with an objective to help ASHH Foundation Establish a fund-raising unit. The training
was held at Destination Hotel Bauchi.
Day 1
On the ﬁrst day of the training, ten (10) topics were covered by the facilitator. According to
the facilitator, a donor proposal is used for soliciting for fund from donors and there are laid
down rules that must be fulﬁlled by the applicant in order for the funding to be secured.
Proposals are written to meet the needs of the donors and organization must aligned to the
donor's demand. One of the areas of aligning to donor's demand are outlining the
beneﬁciaries of the fund, availing the organizations information and capacities such as
policies that governed the operations, resources within the organization such as total
number of staﬀ, total number of volunteers, how impactful the deliverables to the host
community/society at large. In the course of the training a team of WFWI came on a
supervisory visit.
Day 2
In continuation of the previous session, the facilitator had informed the participants that a
lot of practical will done. A recap of previous session was taken, all the participants said one
or more things they learnt. Some of the learnings are; a participant said before this meeting
he has no idea on proposal writing but after the lectures of day 1, he now knows the diﬀerent
components of a proposal writing. another participants said her knowledge on proposal
writing has increase and she can write a proposal to an extent. This and many more were
the contributions of the participants.
To the business of the day, the facilitator came with a proposal template which was used to
see the various components of a good proposal. A recap of every segment was made to
serve as a refresher for the previous day's session. The facilitator dwelled more on the
budgeting aspect noting that it is a key aspect of proposal and all that will be needed most
be captured. If it is not captured and approved that is how it will be implimented although
some donors can be lenient. A class work was given which led to the facilitators
assessment of the level assimilation of the topic.
Output:
· Training conducted.
· 5 staﬀ and Volunteers of ASHH Foundation participated.
· Knowledge on fund raising gained.
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Activity 10: Focus Group Discussions for 40 participants in Angwan Sarki Dambam,
and Bauchi LGAs of Bauchi State to evaluate programme achievement.
Focus group discussion was conducted by ASHH foundation and 40 participants were in
attendance. The objective of this discussion was to ascertain the impact of the project
implemented in their communities of ANGWA NGAS, SABON KAURA of Bauchi LGA and
st
ANGWA TSARKI, TSOHON TASHA of DAMABM LGA. Sessions held on the 31
January,2022 at angwa ngas, and Sabon Kaura communities while that of tsohon and
st
angwa tsarki held at the Emir palace in Dambam on the 1 febuary,2022. Some questions
were drafted by the project team members which form the basis of the community
assessment. In the angwa ngas FGD session, one of the questions asked was has
Government ever assisted them in any way? The response obtained by all the
beneﬁciaries was NO. another question asked was how do they feel being part of this
training? The response of some of the beneﬁciaries at the session were, they were very
happy and delighted, some of the beneﬁciaries thanked women for women and ASHH
foundation for coming to their aid through the refresher training and the starter kits given to
them to commence their fashion business. The community head thanked Women for
Women and ASHH foundation for this initiative and urged them to do more by enrolling
more beneﬁciaries. in attendance were 6 beneﬁciaries and 4 community leaders.
The second session of FGD held at Sabon Kaura community on the same day by 2pm.
Same questions was repeat to the beneﬁciaries and thus are the answers; when asked
What are your opinions about the group of WFWI project (make-up) you belong to and in
what way is it diﬀerent from the previous ones?
All the beneﬁciaries that responded to this question said they have never been empowered
by government noting that this project has immensely impacted their lives. Their skills have
been sharpened and new techniques acquired. The community leader of Sabon Kaura and
his council of chiefs were so excited with the outcome of this projects and used the
opportunity to thanked Women for Women International and ASHH foundation at the same
time solicited for expansion to capture other community Women and girls to be included. In
attendance were 6 beneﬁciaries and 6 community leaders.
The third session of FGD of Tsohon tasha and angwa Sarki held on 1st February, 2022 at the
king's palace in Dambam. In attendance were 35 beneﬁciaries and 5 community leaders.
The same questions as asked was replicated to the Dambam beneﬁciaries and some of the
responses were; Women for Women International, and ASHH foundation has alleviated
poverty from the beneﬁciaries in the community. The refresher training conducted has led
to new innovations on ways of Taliya productions with species.
Output:
· Focus group Discussion conducted
· 40 participants attended the sessions
·
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Activity 11: Project Closure and Exhibition Ceremony
The project closure and exhibition ceremony held on the 15th February,2022 at command
guest House. The objective of this ceremony was to bring this project to close and
showcase the outcomes of this project as well as unveiling the magazine. In attendance
were the ﬁrst lady of Bauchi State who was represented by Hajiya Sa'adatu Bello Kirﬁ.
Honourable commissioner of SMEs, Speaker Bauchi State House of Assembly. RT Hon
Abubakar Y Suleiman, representative of the Bauchi Emirate Council in person of Dan Iya
Bauchi Suleiman Ahmed Bashir. The representative of the emir of Dass, Dan Malikin Dass,
representative of Bauchi LGA chairman, Chairman ASHH foundation Board of Trustees
Bishop Isaac Crown. State chairman BASNEC John Jinjiri, representative of WFWI and
other CSOs well represented. A welcoming address was taken by the ASHH foundation'
chairman board of Trustees. He commenced by stating that his heart is moved by what he
has seen and he feel like making more donation. He admonished all the the participants
that our neighbor is the next person one can see narrating a story to buttress his point. He
thanked WFWI for the starter kits and rounded up his speech by thanking the ﬁrst lady,
traditional leaders for gracing this occasion and everyone for coming.
In attendance was the Speaker, Bauchi State House of Assembly, the Representative of
the Governor of Bauchi State, the Representative of the First Lady of Bauchi State, The
Hon. Commissioner, Ministry of Water Resources, the Hon. Commissioner Ministry of
Power, Dan Iyan Bauchi, Dambam and Bauchi Local Government Chairman, International
NGOs, CSOs and the Media, among others.
4 beneﬁciaries one each across the vocation of testify to the support this project has given
them. Some of the testimonies were;
A makeup beneﬁciary said through this project she was able to open her shop and
operating it successfully. Another beneﬁciary of food processing thanked WFWI and ASHH
foundation for supporting them and promised to help her family and the needy in the
society.
Outputs:
· Project closure conducted
· 120 participants attended.
· Beneﬁciaries received their empowerment kits
· Materials produced by Fashion Design and Taliya Group were bought the
Speaker Bauchi State House of Assembly and by the representative of the First
Lady of Bauchi State
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SUCCESS STORIES
The First Lady of Bauchi State, Dr. Aisha Bala Abdulkadir
donated 10 Pasta Machines and 2 Bag of ﬂour for the
Beneﬁciaries to show her love and support for the project and
how it has contributed positively to the State

The Local Government Chairman of Dambam LGA Hon.
Kabeeru M. Ahmad showed his excitement of the project
reaching his Local Government, he sponsored 40 diﬀerent
women to be trained and empowered with Pasta Machines

The Speaker, Bauchi State House of Assembly Rt. Hon.
Abubakar Y Suleiman bought the Finished Products of Fashion
Design, Pasta (Taliya), and Cosmetics produced by the
Beneﬁciaries

Mujanatu - Makeup Beneﬁciary
This beneﬁciary has started full time business in Make up, she
travels inter state for Bridal Make up. 7 other Beneﬁciaries have
started a Business in Make up.
9 Beneﬁciaries of Taliya, 8 of Cosmetology, 6 of Fashion Design
and 5 of Make up has started full time business on their area on
specialization.

ATTAH SISTERS HELPING HAND FOUNDATION

CONTACT US

@ashhfoundation

@ashh_foundation

ASHH FOUNDATION NIGERIA

07067677722

Oﬃce Address:
Suite B4 Dabbo Plaza, Opposite
Specialist Hospital Ran Road Bauchi,
Bauchi State.
Or
Suite 15 Basma Plaza, Yelwan Makaranta
Bauchi, Bauchi State

